Workshop: Coronavirus and the
impact on global supply chains
Augsburg, Agritech - 13.02.2020

Corona outbreak (2019-nCoV)
What does it mean to supply chains?
1. Workshop documentation
2. Summary

Status quo (Covid-19)
• 182,407 confirmed cases on global level

• 79,433 recovered cases on global level
• Cases from 155 countries (+7 vs. March 16th)
• WHO risk assessment level
− Global Level:
Very High
− China:
Very High (Link)
• Confirmed cases still on the rise
• 3.9% Mortality rate of Corona compared to
Mers (34%), Sars (10%) or Ebola (50%)
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• 22x more Covid-19 infections than Sars

https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

Coronaviruses (Covid-19) are a large family of viruses that cause illness ranging from the common cold to
more severe diseases. Common signs of infection include respiratory symptoms, fever, cough, shortness of
breath and breathing difficulties. In more severe cases, infection can cause pneumonia, severe acute
respiratory syndrome, kidney failure and even death. Source: WHO
Link
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Macro level impacts
Materials
Consumers may be more cautious
in their purchasing habits due to
fears about being in public and
potential exposure to the virus.
Many may turn to online sales,
challenging logistics networks.

Supply shortages of materials or
finished goods coming from or
routed through logistical hubs in
impacted areas.

Consumers

Labor

White- and blue-collar labor may
not be available due to
quarantine guidelines or illness.
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nCoV
Established hubs and supply networks
may experience limitations in capacity
and availability so that even if materials
are available, they would be stuck
elsewhere. Finding alternative routes and
means of transportation will become
difficult.
Source: Gartner

Logistics

Sourcing

Travel may be restricted to certain areas,
limiting the ability to discover, qualify and
certify new business or programs and to
transact business.
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Workshop results

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
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Workshop results
Transparency matters
•
•
•

Be risk aware
React faster
Be proactive

Apply appropriate mitigation approaches
•
•

Chose tactics/actions based on threat and impact
Be prepared for crisis with contingency plans/checklists

Understand own maturity
•
•

Are you “reactive” or “proactive”?
Is your approach “manual” or “automated” to be able to
spend time on mitigation vs. crisis identification?
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Justify budgets
•
•

Drive decisions at management level based on exposure vs.
mitigation cost
Clarify ownership of remaining risk/cost of risk and improve
risk aware business decisions

Rethink supply chain
•

(Sub)-Suppliers + Materials + Products + Customers
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Coronavirus (Covid-19) and the
impact on global supply chains
Updated: 27.02.2020

“This outbreak, and the consequences of it, shows the importance
of having visibility and control over your supply chain and not
necessarily only your first-tier suppliers.
Listening to the experts it seems like we unfortunately will see
more of these types of horrific events that will impact our
increasingly complex and sensitive supply chains.
So if you are in the manufacturing space and haven’t
invested in supply chain visibility & risk management
capabilities, now is the time!”

Magnus Bergfors, Lead Analyst Spend Matters Europe

“The shares of American firms with strong exposure
to China have underperformed the S&P 500 index
by 5% since early January, when the news of
the outbreak first broke.”

Economist, Feb 18th “The new coronavirus could have a
lasting impact on global supply chains”

Corona outbreak (Covid-19)
What does it mean to supply chains?
1. Status quo & Recent news
2. Macro level impacts
3. Looking forward

4. Procurement insights
5. Gartner Group on Covid-19
6. Risk Intelligence matters

7. How to ensure business continuity
8. WHO recommendations
9. Further collaterals

Status quo (Covid-19)
• 182,407 confirmed cases on global level

• 79,433 recovered cases on global level
• Cases from 155 countries (+7 vs. March 16th)
• WHO risk assessment level
− Global Level:
Very High
− China:
Very High (Link)
• Confirmed cases still on the rise
• 3.9% Mortality rate of Corona compared to
Mers (34%), Sars (10%) or Ebola (50%)
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• 22x more Covid-19 infections than Sars

https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

Coronaviruses (Covid-19) are a large family of viruses that cause illness ranging from the common cold to
more severe diseases. Common signs of infection include respiratory symptoms, fever, cough, shortness of
breath and breathing difficulties. In more severe cases, infection can cause pneumonia, severe acute
respiratory syndrome, kidney failure and even death. Source: WHO
Link
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Recent news
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Morning update Tuesday March 17th
•

Across Europe, which according to the WHO is now the epicentre of the pandemic,
more and more borders are being shut.

•

The total number of cases outside China has overtaken the total number of cases in
China. Four new countries/territories/areas (African Region [2], European Region [1]
and Region of Americas [1]) have reported cases of COVID-19 in the past 24 hours.

•

Further outbreaks with rapidly growing number of infections in Italy (+3,233 vs.
Monday March 16th), Spain (+2,098 vs. Monday March 16th), Germany (+1,459 vs.
Monday March 16th), France (+1,213 vs. Monday March 16th) and USA (+887 vs.
Monday March 16th).

•

G7 vows ‘whatever is necessary’ to support global economy

•

Europe brings in strict measures to limit social contact and stem the spread of the
virus.

•

New infections within China have been extremely low the past few days. On Monday,
there's been a slight uptick with 21 new cases, up from 16 the previous day.

•

Global stock markets are seeing record levels of volatility with the five biggest oneday points falls happening in less than a month.

•

Fortune reports that 94% of the Fortune 1000 are seeing coronavirus supply chain
disruptions (Link) – Microsoft reported revenue losses due to Covid-19 supply chain
issues.

•

75% of U.S. based companies report coronavirus has disrupted their supply chains
(Link).

•

The sudden rise in coronavirus infections in several South-east Asian countries has
dimmed hopes that warmer weather might slow the spread in this region. Travel
restrictions in Asia and Australia

Link
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Recent news
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Morning update Tuesday March 17th

Link
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Selected news - automotive

https://www.just-auto.com/hot-issues/coronavirus-hits-the-auto-industry_id636.aspx
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Macro level impacts
Materials
Consumers may be more cautious
in their purchasing habits due to
fears about being in public and
potential exposure to the virus.
Many may turn to online sales,
challenging logistics networks.

Supply shortages of materials or
finished goods coming from or
routed through logistical hubs in
impacted areas.

Consumers

Labor

White- and blue-collar labor may
not be available due to
quarantine guidelines or illness.
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nCoV
Established hubs and supply networks
may experience limitations in capacity
and availability so that even if materials
are available, they would be stuck
elsewhere. Finding alternative routes and
means of transportation will become
difficult.
Source: Gartner

Logistics

Sourcing

Travel may be restricted to certain areas,
limiting the ability to discover, qualify and
certify new business or programs and to
transact business.
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United States: a macro economic perspective
Current developments
•

Continous increase of Covid-19 outbreak clusters

•

4,661 infections reported

•

17 recovered

•

Airlines seek $50 billion in aid from government

•

Coronavirus closes school for nearly 30 million
children in U.S.

•

The Federal Reserve acts again as market turmoil
continues. Other central banks follow up with
emergency measures.
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Largest trade partners of USA
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United States exports
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(main industrial categories)
More details & zoom: https://oec.world/en/visualize/tree_map/hs92/export/usa/all/show/2017/
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Germany: a macro economic perspective
Global GDP share of Germany
China
15%

Largest trade partners of Germany
France
3%
Germany
5%

Current developments
•

Continous increase of Covid-19 outbreak clusters

•

7,272 infections reported

•

recovered

•

There was a traffic jam of 80 kilometres at the
Brenner Pass. This could result in "processing times
of up to three days".

•

Nationwide lockdown announced. "We need
drastic measures to slow down the spread of
infection," the Chancellor said.

•

Germany offers unlimited help to keep coronavirusbattered economy afloat

•

Due to the coronavirus crisis, the Dax falls about 8
percent to 8498 points. The last time the leading
index had been that low was in 2013.

•

Public life is set to grind to a halt. Schools,
restaurants and non-essential businesses have
closed while holiday travel is prohibited and
borders are partially closed.

•

Traffic crossing Germany's borders with France,
Austria, Switzerland and Luxembourg were on
Monday restricted to goods and people commuting
for work.

Iran
1%
Italy
2%
South Korea
2%
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Rest of world
70%

Spain
2%
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Germany´s exports
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(main industrial categories)
More details & zoom: https://oec.world/en/profile/country/deu/
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Italy: a macro economic perspective
Global GDP share of Italy

Largest trade partners of Italy
China
15%

France
3%

Current developments
•

All of Italy is in
Lockdown

•

Explosive increase of
Covid-19 outbreak
clusters

•

27,980 infections
reported

•

2,749 recovered

•

The government allocated 25 billion euros for the
emergency.

•

Much of Italy remains on lockdown with all
commercial and retail businesses except those
providing essential services, like grocery stores and
pharmacies, closed down

•

There was a traffic jam of 80 kilometres at the
Brenner Pass. This could result in "processing times
of up to three days".

•

DIW head Marcel Fratzscher warned: Italy is the
weakest link in the chain. "A scenario like 2008 or
2012, when Italy was on the verge of bankruptcy,
can no longer be ruled out today."

Germany
5%
Iran
1%
Italy

2%
South Korea
2%
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Rest of world
70%

Spain
2%
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Italy´s exports
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(main industrial categories)
More details & zoom: https://oec.world/en/profile/country/ita/
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China: a macro economic perspective
Global GDP share of China

Largest trade partners of China
China
15%
France
3%
Germany
5%

Current developments
•

81.051 reported as infected

•

68.777 recovered

•

Chinese authorities relax restrictions for Hubei province.
Healthy people are now allowed to travel within the central
Chinese province again, the provincial government
announced.

•

New infections within China have been extremely low the
past few days. On Monday, there's been a slight uptick with
21 new cases, up from 16 the previous day.

•

China central bank pumped 165BN EUR into Chinese
markets on Feb 3rd & 4th to stabilize markets (2/3 of EFSF
program paid out to Greece 2010-2020)

•

The country’s central bank, the People’s Bank of China, cut
the one-year loan prime rate from 4.15% to 4.05%, and the
five-year rate from 4.80% to 4.75%.

•

Oil consumption in Feb is forecasted to be 25% lower than
2019

Iran
1%
Italy
2%
South Korea
2%
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Rest of world
70%

Spain
2%

(indicator for economic growth)

•

Ongoing labor shortages expected due to quarantine &
travel restrictions

•

Credit rating agency S&P Global expects the rate of growth
of the second largest economy in the world to fall by 14% to
5 percent in 2020 (previously 5.7% projected)
22

China´s exports
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(main industrial categories)
More details & zoom: https://oec.world/en/visualize/tree_map/hs92/export/chn/all/show/2017/
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China: The impact on different industries so far.

Link
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China: Implications 1/3
Industrial centers of the 2nd world largest economy are affected
•

•

•
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•

Many auto plants in China have shut down because of the virus, including
factories run by Hyundai, Toyota, Tesla, Ford and Nissan. Large automotive
suppliers operate factories around the OEM sites / regions (Bosch, Lear,
Valeo, Schaeffler,…).
Hyundai, which relies on auto parts from China, said in a statement that it
had “decided to suspend its production lines from operating at its plants
in Korea. The decision is due to disruptions in the supply of parts resulting
from the coronavirus outbreak in China.”
The affected regions are heavy weights in the production of electronics,
optical parts (Hubei = “Optic valley”), semiconductors (one of the most
advanced flash memory factory is based in Hubei) and chemical
components for other industries
Retailers & Food-Chains close their stores (IKEA, McDonalds, H&M,
Adidas..)
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China: Implications 2/3
AIRFREIGHT

•
•

RAOD & RAIL

•
•
•

SEAFREIGHT
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Logistic impacts

•

•

Airlines reduced cargo operations to China, passenger operations almost halted
Airfreight rates skyrocket and capacity is very short
− Air China, China Eastern, China Southern still operate, Lufthansa Cargo with
limited capacity and Cathay Pacific operates through HongKong, Corean
Airlines still operates through Seoul.
− www.fr24.com shows which airfreight operator is still working
Russia closed all boarders to China (>4000km), the new "silk road" is affected
Some railways are shut-down, rumours about Kazakstan closing borders
Freight forwarders report that even Shanghai deliveries are extremely difficult
and last mile deliveries fail (truck, car, taxi, e-scooter) as of Feb 18th
Seaport operators report slow down of operations (even Chinese Government
directed to operate as usual) as land-delivery/pick-up to seaports gets more and
more difficult. Wuhan hosts the largest inland port and it´s reported that
operation clearly slow down.
− Seaports declared container congestion as land pick-up and delivery is
difficult. Container slots with energy supply (e.g. for food-cooling) are rare
− Shipping lines do start to unload containers in other countries
Blank sailings (canceled shippings) continuously increase and partially rates drop
due to lack of delivery/demand but will skyrocket when retuning back to normal

Empty Wuhan city highway
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China: Implications 3/3
What does the impact on factories in China for e.g. electronic parts, optical
products and chemical components mean to our industries?
• These parts are used in many industries: white ware (kitchen machines),
consumer electronics, automobile, medical devices, telco infrastructure,…
• Disruptions will become more and more visible as soon the buffers within the
tiers of the supply networks start shrinking
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• Travel and logistic restrictions will further impact supply/delivery of chemicals
from the mines in the back-country to the industrial centers (rare-earths, raw
materials,…)
• Buffers due to Chinese New Year and historically due to long shipment times
have been already considered but that factories won´t be able to open again
at full capacity is not on everyone´s radar

• Economist (Feb 18th) „S&P companies that have high China exposure
underperformed the index by 5% since corona outbreak was reported“
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Spain: a macro economic perspective
Global GDP share of China

Largest trade partners of Spain
China
15%

France
3%
Germany
5%

Current developments
•

9,942 infections reported

•

530 recovered

•

The Spanish government imposed a partial
lockdown on its 47 million inhabitants on Saturday,
as part of a 15-day state of emergency. People are
barred from leaving home except buy essential
supplies and medicines, or for work.

•

Spain implemented controls at land borders at
midnight on Monday and only Spanish citizens,
residents and special cases are allowed in the
country.

Iran
1%
Italy
2%
South Korea
2%
Spain
2%
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Rest of world
70%
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Spain´s exports
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(main industrial categories)
More details & zoom: https://oec.world/en/profile/country/esp/
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France: a macro economic perspective
Global GDP share of France

Largest trade partners of France
China
15%

France
3%
Germany
5%

Current developments
•

6,650 infections reported

•

12 recovered

•

President Macron has ordered people to stay at
home and only go out for essential duties. He said
the previous measures, including the closing of
schools, cafes and non-essential shops, had proved
insufficient.

•

The French President also offered reassurance to
businesses, saying: "No French company, whatever
its size, will be exposed to the risk of collapse".

•

On Tuesday, Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire
unveiled a €45bn ($50bn; £41bn) aid package to
help businesses and affected employees.

Iran
1%
Italy
2%
South Korea
2%
Spain
2%
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Rest of world
70%
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France´s exports
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(main industrial categories)
More details & zoom: https://oec.world/en/profile/country/fra/
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South Korea: a macro economic perspective
Global GDP share of South Korea
China
15%

Largest trade partners of South Korea
France
3%
Germany
5%
Iran
1%

Current developments
•

South Korea sees Coronavirus slowdown

•

8,320 infections reported

•

1,137 recovered

•

first time the daily number of recovered people
rose above the number of new cases

Italy
2%
South Korea
2%

Spain
2%
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Rest of world
70%
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South Korea´s exports
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(main industrial categories)
More details & zoom: https://oec.world/en/profile/country/kor/
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Looking forward
What to expect next
• Supply Chain & Procurement experts started the race for alternative supply: be
proactive or be driven by the markets (sooner or later)
• Severe delays in out- and inbound delivery through all logistic paths (air, sea,
street, rail) to all affected regions. Checkpoints delays of currently 3-7h will
effect logistic operations.
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• Some manufacturing plants are reported to return to operations – but expect
many Chinese factories to come back to usual operations earliest during March
– it will take months, probably quarters to ramp-up operations and to catch-up
the lost output
• Supply chain disruptions will go global as more countries than China have lock
down areas
• Airfreight & rail capacity might be required to catch-up supply shortages
• Expect impacts on supply especially within these industries (but not only):
electronics, semiconductors, pharma & medical, optoelectronics, chemicals and
automotive
34

Looking forward
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Macro economic perspectives
•

The world's economy could grow at its slowest rate since 2009 this year
due to the coronavirus outbreak, according to the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). The think tank has
forecast growth of just 2.4% in 2020, down from 2.9% in November. It
also said that a "longer lasting and more intensive" outbreak could halve
growth to 1.5% in 2020 as factories suspend their activity and workers
stay at home to try to contain the virus.

•

The stability of the global economy has been hit as global oil prices and
stock markets have shown massive reductions (oil price crashes 30%)

•

Chinese importers threatened to cancel up to 2/3 of seaborne imports of
liquified natural gas in February as demand collapsed and companies
struggle to staff ports. Prices reacted with their lowest level on record

•

Japan’s economy faces a 6.3% contraction due to diminishing Chinese
demand for its products.

•

Chinese officials believe that the virus could reduce the country’s growth
by 1 percentage point and thereby adding further pressure on its already
decelerating economy.

Link
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Out of mind from procurement experts
Procurement professional's perspective* (survey released Feb 07th)

Survey results

• 81% of the surveyed companies rely on Chinese suppliers
• Every 3rd company has major Chinese customers

13%

• The vast majority of businesses is already affected:
− 41% of the surveyed companies delay projects and face increased cost
− 9% can´t fulfill customer demands anymore and even fear bankruptcy
− 9% face supply shortages but don´t fear production downtime yet
− 28% report supplier failures but are able to compensate on short-term

41%
28%
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• Looking forward: every fifth company is afraid of production stoppage
9%

• Huge allocation efforts in progress (which might cause ripple-effects)
*Procurement consulting firm “Kloepfel Consulting” surveyed 243 procurement professionals on Corona in
the timeframe Feb 03-06th (published Feb 07th 2020 - https://www.kloepfel-group.com/medien/)

9%

Face delays and increased cost
Can´t fulfill customer demands & fear bancruptcy
Have supply shortages but don´t fear production downtime yet
Supplier failures but are able to compensate on short-term
Other
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“The consequences of a pandemic event
are hard to predict.”
“However, the risks always exist and are
augmented with further globalization and
integration of supply chains. It is not a
matter of if it will happen but to change
the focus to be prepared when it happens.
That is a shift of mindset in risk
management and business continuity.”
Koray Köse, Senior Director Analyst, Gartner.

Gartner Group on Covid-19

This is where riskmethods can help in
48h with the Coronavirus Supply
Chain Visibility Kit
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This is where riskmethods can help a)
keeping the right priorities and b)
orchestrating alignment between all
mitigation players
Beeing ahead of risks requires a risk
aware organization and ongoing risk
monitoring incl. impact assessments.
Proactive behaviour drives the
opportunity to make your enterprise
resilient. Technology can be one of
many important enablers.
38
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Gartner Group recommendations on Covid-19
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3 steps to ensure business continuity
Potential supply
disruption

1
Visualize supply
network
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Analyze the current risk exposure
to identify affected suppliers,
logistics hubs and borders

Import and visualize your suppliers with
The riskmethods Coronavirus SC Visibility
Kit to enable appropriate crisis response

2
Identify threats

3
Mitigate and
prevent

Leverage the insight gathered
to initiate cross-functional
mitigation efforts
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riskmethods Coronavirus SC Visibility KitTM
Quickly identify risk related to the production & delivery of
goods and to the viability of your suppliers
Get ongoing monitoring and reporting as the situation develops
globally
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Receive notifications of
−

Production downtime within your supply base

−

Quarantines affecting supplier locations, your own sites and logistics hubs

−

Transportation barriers such as closing of borders, ports and airports

−

Force Majeure or bankruptcy of your suppliers

−

Indication of change to the future revenue outlook of suppliers

Utilize the visibility to speed your assessment of unfolding
events so that you can better allocate your scarce resources to
the highest level threats and initiate mitigation efforts.

Get insight in as little as 48 hours
to the segments of your supply chain that are impacted

riskmethods
Coronavirus
Supply Chain Visibility Kit™

The riskmethods Supply Chain Visibility Kit includes
− riskmethods Risk RadarTM
− Risk Scorecard with related indicators such as disease
outbreak * Disaster at location * Force Majeure *
Bankruptcy * Revenue/Growth outlook * Country News
− AI powered riskmethods Risk Intelligence
41

The value of The riskmethods Solution
By leveraging Artificial Intelligence,
The riskmethods Solution identifies the
real threats to a supply network

The riskmethods Solution allows
businesses to identify and illustrate the
impact on supply chain disruptions
immediately.

The riskmethods Solution allows
businesses to proactively plan for
business continuity and avoid risk to
hit the supply chain.

riskmethods Risk IntelligenceTM
Covering all types of risk
Financial • Reputational • Natural Disaster
Man Made • Geopolitical • Cyber
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Millions of web
pages & databases
AI masters big
data search
Quality check &
data enrichment
Alerts &
Scorecard update
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Risk identification is beyond human scale
Risk Intelligence on Covid-19
• As of today, riskmethods informed customers in over 50,000 cases where their supply
chain could be at risk
• In over 46,000 cases these where related to suppliers in China with now a growing
number from Italy and other European countries

• riskmethods also reports a dramatic increase in the following risk areas from December
to February:
• Production shut downs and short-time work announcements: 38% increase in cases
• Companies declaring Force Majeure: 44% increase in cases
riskmethods 2020 © All Rights reserved.

• 26% increase in countries supplying goods effected by epidemic outbreak
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Characteristics of competitive
& prepared companies

react faster

are risk aware
1.
2.
3.

1.
2.

Continuous monitoring
Streamlined mitigation

1.

2.
3.

Understand business
impact
Mandate preventive
measures
Incorporate risk into
business processes
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4.

Digitized supply chain
Broad coverage
N-tier visibility
Aligned to business
priorities

are proactive
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Video: how enterprises can react faster and plan
business continuity
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Click here to launch video
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https://www.riskmethods.net/lp/coronavirus/

2019-nCoV – WHO recommendations
To date, there is no specific medicine recommended to prevent or treat the novel coronavirus. However,
those infected with 2019-nCoV should receive appropriate care to relieve and treat symptoms, and those
with severe illness should receive optimized supportive care. Some specific treatments are under
investigation and will be tested through clinical trials. WHO is helping to coordinate efforts to develop
medicines to treat Covid-19 with a range of partners.
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The basic principles to reduce the general risk of transmission of acute respiratory infections include the
following:
•

Avoiding close contact with people suffering from acute respiratory infections.

•

Frequent hand-washing, especially after direct contact with ill people or their environment.

•

Avoiding unprotected contact with farm or wild animals.

•

People with symptoms of acute respiratory infection should practice cough etiquette (maintain
distance, cover coughs and sneezes with disposable tissues or clothing, and wash hands).

WHO does not recommend any specific health measures for travelers. In case of symptoms suggestive of
respiratory illness either during or after travel, travelers are encouraged to seek medical attention and
share their travel history with their healthcare provider.
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Interesting reads on Covid-19 and Supply Chain
•

Covid-19 and supply chain implications website

EN

https://www.riskmethods.net/lp/coronavirus/

•

BBC, Mar 16th “5Coronavirus: A visual guide to the economic impact”

EN

https://www.bbc.com/news/business-51706225

•

Fortune, Mar 11th “5% of companies report coronavirus has disrupted their supply chains”

EN

https://fortune.com/2020/03/11/75-of-companies-report-coronavirus-has-disrupted-their-supply-chains/

•

Gartner, Mar 10th “How Supply Chains are Responding to the Impact of Coronavirus”

EN

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-supply-chains-responding-impact-coronavirus-geraint-john/?trackingId=FganVoFr9P9nsZwiUgIDwg%3D%3D

•

BMÖ, Mar 9th “COVID-19: WAS IST ZU TUN? Maßnahmen zum Schutz der Lieferkette”

DE

http://www.bmoe.at/downloads/Presse/Presse_2020/BMOE_Insights_Risiken_in_der_Supply_Chain_Maerz_2020.pdf

•

Finance Magazine, Mar 3rd “Wie das Coronavirus die Supply Chain stört“

DE

https://www.finance-magazin.de/wirtschaft/fx-weltwirtschaft/wie-das-coronavirus-die-supply-chain-stoert-2053121/

•

OECD, Mar 2nd “Interim Economic Assessment Coronavirus: The world economy at risk”

EN
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http://www.oecd.org/berlin/publikationen/Interim-Economic-Assessment-2-March-2020.pdf

•

Forbes, Mar 2nd “20 Things To Know About Coronavirus Contingency Planning”

EN

https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevebanker/2020/03/02/20-things-to-know-about-coronavirus-contingency-planning/#4fa23ac64047

•

Zurich Insurance, Feb 27th “Organisational Resilience: Guidance on Pandemic Planning”

EN

https://insider.zurich.co.uk/risk-mitigation/organisational-resilience-guidance-on-pandemic-planning/

•

Logistik Heute, Feb 20th “Den Risikofaktor Coronavirus beherrschen”

DE

https://logistik-heute.de/news/scrm-den-risikofaktor-coronavirus-beherrschen-29902.html

•

IndustryWeek, Feb 14th “Coronavirus & Automotive: Components Troubles Have Just Begun”
https://www.industryweek.com/supply-chain/article/21123065/coronavirus-components-troubles-have-just-begun

EN
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Links in chat!
Register for our upcoming webinars!
1. Supply Chain Risk Management transforming risk into a competitive advantage
March 19, 2020 @ 4:00 AM – 5:00 PM CET
2. A New Take on Coronavirus:
How to Prepare for Inevitable Disruptions
March 24, 2020 @ 4:30 – 5:15 PM CET
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https://www.riskmethods.net/webinars/

Check out our new e-book!
New Decade, New Problems:
Procurement Considerations for 2020
www.riskmethods.net/resources/5-procurement-trends/

Thank you!

Contact

Heiko Schwarz
Co-Founder & Managing Director
hs@riskmethods.net
Website

riskmethods.net

